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Character 

 

  

-  A man in his 30s, became an actor in Tokyo. 

- Seiichi’s father.  The older son of Hyokichi and Natsuyo. 

-  Seiichi’s mother. She has two sons and one daughter, Akemi, with 

Katsuo. Originally from Aomori. 

-  Seiichi’s grandfather. He used to be a fisherman but started working     

at fish processing industry because of a bad arm. 

-  Seiichi’s grandmother. She married Hyokichi and came to the town  

-  Seiichi’s aunt. The oldest daughter of Hyokichi and Natsuyo.  

Katsuo’s sister. 

- Yoshimi’s husband.  A steeplejack. He has one son.  

-  Seiichi’s grand uncle. Younger brother of Hyokichi. Wife passed 

away early and has lived alone for long time. 

-  A drink mate of Katsuo. A fireman who will retire soon. 

-  Seiichi’s nephew. Sister Akemi’s son.  

- A woman in her 30s. Seiichi’s fiancée. Originally from Okayama. 

Seiichi Takahashi    

Katsuo Takahashi    

Kyoko Takahashi     

 

Hyokichi Takahashi                  

 

Natsuyo Takahashi  

Yoshimi Saito        

 

Shigeru Saito  

Shinzo Kanno  

 

Masaji Kosai  

Nozomi Murakami 

Sachiko Matsumoto 

Fifth daughter 

Third daughter 

First daughter 

Second daughter 

Hyokichi 

Takahashi 

Family 

Katsujiro 

Akemi 

Masaji 

Forth daughter 

Takeshi 

Fifth son 

Shinzo 

Natsuyo 
Husband 

Jun 

Nozomi 

Neighbor 

Katsuo 

Kyoko 
Seiichi 

Sachiko 

Shigeru 

Yoshimi 
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SE (Sound Effect): Urban hustle of the city 

 

 

 

Seiichi: ”Do you have the job you dreamed of when you were a child?" There was a page titled ’What 

is your dream?’ in my elementary school yearbook. My classmates wished to be a baseball 

player, a wrestler, an astronaut and even a psychic. When I saw that page, I thought “Stupid, 

It can’t happen. How childish they are…” and laughed about them, though I was a child just 

like them. At the time, I never thought about what I wanted to be in the future, and I couldn’t 

imagine becoming anyone special. I gave up from the start.  I hid as a coward. I was scared to 

fail before I tried. What do you think that coward wrote on that page? “Salary man”. I wonder 

what I would write on that page now …” 

 

 

 

SE: Sounds of waves 

 

 

 

A small town on the Pacific. The town used to have a flourishing fishing industry, but now there are only a 

few fisherman. Near the harbor, a small mountain overlooks the sea. In the past, that mountain was made by 

the people in the town to monitor the ocean. 20 feet up on the peak, there is a small shrine and memorial to 

the Japanese war dead. A single cherry blossom tree stands there beside them, quietly. It is late spring in 

Tohoku. Sometimes the cherry blossoms whirl in the soft wind and fall slowly.  

 

 

 

SE: The cries of gulls 

 

 

 

Before noon, in the warm sunshine, Nozomi was coming with backpack on her back, playing with a toy train. 

Natsuyo followed, gripping a rug in his hands. Hyokichi followed her slowly. 

 

(Nozomi sings) 

Chugga chugga choo choo We’re going on the train chugga chugga 

Fast and faster, from the window the fields are flying, the houses are flying  

Go go go rail bridge rail bridge! So much fun! 

 

 

Natsuyo: Wow! Where did you learn that? 

Nozomi: Mom sang it 

Natsuyo: Akemi did? She liked singing. The song was for soldiers in the old days. 

Nozomi: For soldiers? 

Natsuyo: Yes 

Nozomi: No, it’s a song about trains! 

Natsuyo: It’s song about trains, but it originally was for the soldiers. 

Nozomi: What was it like? 

 

 

Natsuyo started singing, spreading out the rug. The whole mountain seemed come alive with color.  

 

 

Chugga chugga choo choo  

The soldiers are going on the train chugga chugga 
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We hold the flag in our hands, and send them off with our waves 

Banzai Banzai Banzai soldiers! Soldiers! Ban-banzai! 

 

 

Hyokichi helps Natsuyo 

 

 

Nozomi: What does banzai mean? 

Natsuyo: Banzai means “Cheers! Cheers!” 

Nozomi: Cheering for the soldiers! 

Natsuyo: We only could think that way back then. 

Hyokichi: Seiichi will come back today? 

Natsuyo: Yes.  

Hyokichi: I see. 

         

 

Nozomi is standing in front of the memorial 

 

Nozomi: What’s this? 

Natsuyo: It was built not to forget the people who went and died in the war. 

Nozomi: Is it a grave? 

Natsuyo: It’s kind of, yes. 

Nozomi: What is a war?  

Natsuyo: A fight between countries… 

Nozomi: It’s bad to fight, right? 

Natsuyo: Getting along with people is the best. 

Nozomi: Did do you go to war? 

Hyokichi: No. 

Natsuyo: Grandpa didn’t go to war, instead stayed here and protected this town. 

Nozomi: How? 

Natsuyo: Here, at this mountain, he keep watch of the enemy’s movements. At night, he lit up the 

lamps, and he blew a siren when he saw an enemy’s fighter plane. He was the boss of the 

guards. 

Nozomi:  Wow, that sounds amazing! 

Natsuyo: Right! 

Hyokichi: …… 

Masaji:  Wow…the cherry blossoms are blooming pretty well this year. 

 

 

Masaji is coming by bicycle 

 

 

Masaji:  Are you having a cherry blossom picnic? 

Natsuyo: Yeah, the weather is good, so… 

Masaji:  Hi, Hyokichi-san 

Hyokichi: No work today? 

Masaji:  Yes, I’m off. 

Hyokichi: Everyday is like a day off for you. You only hang around. 

Masaji :  It’s called patrolling, you know. 

Hyokichi: That sounds like a good job. 

Masaji: We are here when something happens.  (notices that child) Whose child is this? 

Natsuyo: He is  Akemi’s son, Nozomi 

Masaji:  Wow. You’ve grown. 

Natsuyo: Say, Hello. 

Nozomi: …Hello. 
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Masaji:  Hello. How pretty you are. How old are you now? 

Nozomi: …six.  

Masaji:  Six! Are you going to kindergarten? 

Natsuyo: You are going to elementary school from next year, right?” 

Nozomi: …Yes. 

Masaji:  It’s going to be fun. 

Natsuyo: Where are you heading to now? 

Masaji:  Going to a nursing home to see my mother. 

Natsuyo: How is Teruko-chan doing? 

Masaji:  She’s healthy. Everything is okay, except her mind. 

Natsuyo: Well, I’m glad to hear she’s good. 

Masaji:  Good? I can’t handle it. 

Natsuyo: Don’t say that! Take good care of her. She is always your mother; she has been until now and 

will be from now. 

Masaji:  Well, I hope I’m healthy and just die suddenly. 

Hyokichi: That’s not so easy, right? 

Masaji:  It’s gonna be alright. 

Natsuyo:       Uncle Shinzou should be near the bridge. If you see him, please let him know we are having 

our cherry blossom picnic here. 

Masaji:  Got it 

Natsuyo: You should come later when everyone is here. 

Masaji:  Ok, then. I’ll stop by. See you soon. 

 

 

Masaji goes away. 

 

SE: Twitter of a lark 

 

 

Hyokichi: Seiichi is coming back today? 

Natsuyo: Yes, he will. 

Hyokichi:  I see. 

 

 

Kyoko, Yoshimi and Shigeru are coming with the stacked lunchboxes wrapped in a cloth, drinks, and a 

backpack filled with items for the picnic. 

 

 

Shigeru: The weather is so good… 

Yoshimi: Look, the blossoms are in full bloom. We’re lucky. 

Kyoko: It was cold last week, but after couple days it got warmer and they bloomed so quickly. 

Yoshimi: Good weather, that’s nice. Today is perfect for the picnic. 

Kyoko:  It’s thanks to you, Yoshimi-chan. 

Yoshimi: I didn’t do anything. 

Kyoko:  When you come, it’s always sunny. 

Shigeru: You’re saying she always brings the sun with her? 

Kyoko:  She’s a good person. 

Yoshimi: Even you praised me like that, I won’t do anything for you! 

Kyoko:  Oh...You won’t do anything? 

Shigeru: Sis, what did you expect?   

Kyoko:  I thought I might get some tip. 

Yoshimi:  “I” want that.                 

Nozomi: Grandma did you bring the lunchbox? 

Kyoko:  Of course I did! 

Nozomi: Is there any salmon in it? 
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Kyoko:  I put in a lot. 

Nozomi: How much? 

Kyoko:  Like so much, you won’t be able to finish it all, so don’t worry!  

Yoshimi: He doesn’t get enough food, usually. 

Kyoko: Mom doesn’t cook much, right? So you eat a lot when you come to Grandma’s place. 

Nozomi: Yes. 

 

 

Kyoko starts preparing drinks. 

 

 

Natuyo:  What’s Katsuo doing? 

Kyoko:  He went to pick up Seiichi. 

Natsuyo: When will he arrive? 

Kyoto:  He should be here soon 

Natsuyo: I see. Masaji just passed by. He’s on his way to see his mother Teruko.  

Kyoko:  Did you tell him we are having a picnic? 

Natsuyo: Yes, He said he will come by later. 

Kyoko:  Good, it’s gonna be fun! 

Yoshimi: But it’s been a while since I had a cherry blossom picnic here at Mt. Hiyori. 

Shigeru: When was the last time? 

Yoshimi: Hmmm, I think it was when Akemi and Seiichi were little. Dad, Mom and me. 

Natsuyo: Yes, it was. 

Yoshimi: Kyoko took Takeshi to the hospital to have the cast on his leg taken off. 

Kyoko:  Oh yes. 

Yoshimi: That time we took Akemi and Seiichi, and ate here. Takeshi can’t make it today? 

Kyoko:  I haven’t seen him since morning 

Yoshimi: He’s working? 

Kyoko:  He doesn’t have a job yet. He goes to the pachinko parlour every day. 

Shigeru: It’s good if he makes money, even if it’s pachinko. 

Kyoko:  No, He just empties out his savings. 

Yoshimi: How much does he have? 

Kyoko:  How can I know? He manages his money by himself. 

Yoshimi: Does he get money from loan sharks? 

Kyoko:  It seems ok for now 

Yoshimi: If you don’t pay close enough attention, he’ll sell off the house and everything. 

Kyoko:  If that happens, I’ll kill Takeshi and I’ll kill myself. 

Shigeru: He’s saved up a lot of money, Takeshi. 

Yoshimi: He is not the kind of person who spends all the money in his wallet, like you do. 

Shigeru: You don’t have to say that, now. 

Yoshimi: Well, if I don’t say it here, where should I? 

Shigeru: You can say it at home. 

Yoshimi: If I say at home, you pretend to be asleep. 

Natsuyo: Yoshimi, don’t say that! 

Yoshimi: But mother, he doesn’t save any money, even at his age. 

Shigeru: Of course! Because I give you all my money! 

Yoshimi: If I didn’t manage money, we would be homeless. 

Natsuyo: Don’t complain about him, he’s hardworking. 

Yoshimi: But… 

Kyoko:  Let’s stop fighting and shall we start? 

Yoshimi: Shouldn’t we wait for the others? 

Kyoko:  It’s ok, they’ll be here. Beer for you, Shigeru? 

Shigeru: I can drink from noon? 

Kyoko:  Of course, it’s the cherry blossom picnic!  

Yoshimi: It’s not like you to hesitate. 
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Shigeru: How about you, father? 

Hyokichi: Please. 

Natsuyo: He doesn’t drink much recently. 

Yoshimi: He can have only one drink. Beer or Sake? 

Hyokichi: Sake. 

Kyoko:  Beer is ok for you, Shigeru? 

Shigeru: Yes, Thank you. 

Kyoko:  How about you, Yoshimi? 

Yoshimi: I’ll have some. 

Kyoko: Please drink as much as you like, you don’t know when you will be able to drink again! 

Yoshimi: I get drunk quickly recently  

Shigeru: Yes, she does. 

Natsuyo: Don’t drink much. 

Yoshimi: No, I won’t! 

Shigeru: Looks good, what’s this? 

Kyoko:  I wrapped carrots and gobo in pork belly- it didn’t take long. 

Yoshimi: Your dishes are pretty style. Why don’t you start your own restaurant? 

Kyoko:  Don’t be ridiculous. It’s country cooking. 

 

 

Seiichi and Sachiko come while chatting away. 

 

 

Seiichi:  I used to play in this park when I was a little. 

Sachiko: I see. 

Shigeru: Oh, Seiichi! 

Natsuyo: Welcome back. 

Kyoko:  You must’ve come a long way! 

Yoshimi: Welcome back. 

Shigeru: It’s been a while. 

Seiichi:  Uncle Shigeru… 

Kyoko: You must be tired, Sachiko-san. All the way to this place in the middle of nowhere. 

Sachiko: …I’m fine! 

Yoshimi: She looks so beautiful. Sachiko, right? 

Kyoko:  Yes. Don’t stand like that, come over here! 

Shigeru: Come on. 

Yoshimi: You two look good together. 

Shigeru: Sis, introduce her to us! 

Kyoko:  This is Sachiko Matsumoto. She’s going to marry Seiichi soon. 

Yoshimi: I'm his aunt, Yoshimi. And this is my husband, Shigeru. 

Shigeru: Nice to meet you. 

Sachiko: Nice to meet you, too. 

Yoshimi: Do you know grandpa and grandma? 

Sachiko: No, I’m afraid not. 

Yoshimi: This is Seiichi’s grandpa and grandma. 

Sachiko: Nice to meet you. 

Natsuyo: Welcome here. Grandpa, this is Seiichi’s fiancée. 

Hyokichi: I see. 

Yoshimi: Grandma, you haven’t seen him long time, right? 

Natsuyo: No.  

Kyoko:  What up to you Seiichi? I’ve been worried if you’ve been eating well. 

Seiichi:  I’m not a kid no more, you don’t have to worry. 

Natsuyo: Yeah, I’m just worried if you are okay, that’s all! 

Kyoko:  Where is your father? 

Seiichi:  I don’t know. 
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Kyoko:  Really? He left to pick you up. Didn’t you see him? 

Seiichi:  No, I didn’t. 

Kyoko:  Where is he going? 

Shigeru: He might've stopped by somewhere? 

Yoshimi: How did you come here? 

Seiichi:  By a cab. 

Shigeru: You two must have just missed each other. He should come back soon. 

Yoshimi: Right, right.  

Kyoko:  So, please sit here. 

 

 

Nozomi, peeking out from behind Natsuyo, looks at the couple. 

 

 

Seiichi:  Nozomi! 

Sachiko: Who’s this? 

Seiichi:  My nephew. My sister’s child, Nozomi. 

Sachiko: Hi, Nozomi-kun 

Nozomi: …. 

Natsuyo: Say hi! 

 

Nozomi hides back behind Natsuyo. 

 

Natsuyo: He’s a little shy.    

Kyoko:  He takes time to get along with people he meets for the first time. 

Sachiko: I see. 

Kyoko:  Have you met your sister? 

Seiichi:  Not yet. 

Kyoko:  She can be a bit much. 

Seiichi:  Have you been good, Aunt Yoshimi? 

Shigeru: She got surgery on her hip the other day. 

Seiichi:  Are you ok? 

Yoshimi: It’s nothing big. Just, I can’t walk for some time.  

 

 

Kyoko happily helps Seiichi and Sachiko. 

 

 

Seiichi:  Are you having a cherry blossom picnic? 

Kyoko:  Yes, since it’s the perfect time for it! 

Seiichi:  The perfect time… 

Kyoko:  Sachiko, is it your first time at this park? 

Sachiko: Yes. 

Natsuyo: You are from Tokyo? 

Sachiko: No, I’m from Okayama. 

Natsuyo: Okayama.. 

Yoshimi: Mother, do you know where it is? 

Natsuyo: No, I don’t. 

Yoshimi: Why don’t you ask if you don’t know? 

Sachiko: It’s located along the Seto Inland sea. 

Natsuyo: You came from such far place. 

Seiichi:  She’s currently in Tokyo. 

Shigeru: So it’s not that far by bullet train. 

Sachiko: Yes, I came here by train today. 

Yoshimi: Are you already living together? 
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Seiichi:  Yes. 

Yoshimi: Where do you live? 

Seiichi:  In Setagaya 

Shigeru: You must be rich! 

Seiichi: No, not all the people who live in Setagaya are rich. There’s everyone from the bottom to the 

top. 

Shigeru: Will you build a house in Den-en-chofu?  Because you’re a celebrity. 

Seiichi:  Alright, that’s enough. 

Kyoko: A celebrity? Nobody knows him. Well, you must be tired Sachiko, have a drink. Beer? 

Sachiko: Yes, but is it ok to drink from so early? 

Kyoko:  No problem. Because it’s cherry blossom picnic. 

  

Kyoko pours a beer for Sachiko and Seiichi. 

 

Sachiko: Thank you. 

Shigeru: Let’s have a toast! 

Yoshimi: You are energetic when you drink! 

Shigeru: Sachiko finds it hard to starting drinking if there is no toast. 

Kyoko:  Please don’t hesitate to drink! 

Sachiko: Okay. 

Shigeru: Let’s have a toast, brother Katsuo isn’t here though. To Seiichi’s wife, Cheers. 

ALL:  Cheers. 

Yoshimi: Sachiko, have you walked around here? 

Sachiko: I’ve been here once before, but it was night so I don’t remember much. 

Kyoko:  Why don’t you take some time and have a look around this time? 

Yoshimi: There is not much to see, though. 

Shigeru: Wait, there is the sea and a port, and also the morning market is famous. 

Sachiko: Oh really, he doesn’t talk much. Right? 

Seiichi:  It’s because there’s nothing worth seeing. 

Yoshimi: You should tell her about this place. We’re the top producer of clams in Japan. 

Seiichi:  Yes, we catch a lot, but I haven’t eaten it many times. 

Hyokichi: Most of them are taken to Tokyo, so people here don’t eat much. 

Natsuyo: When grandpa went fishing, he caught a lot. 

Hyokichi: We used to get a lot, like flatfish and Channel rockfish. 

Sachiko: What is a channel rockfish? 

Kyoko:  It’s called a thornyhead fish. 

Sachiko: I see. 

Kyoko: Now it’s an expensive fish, but it used to be so common we would just throw it away. 

Natsuyo: It’s an ingredient of kamaboko or fish cake. 

Sachiko: It’s not possible now. 

Seiichi:  We used to make kamaboko at home before? 

Natsuyo: Yes, do you remember the machine in the backyard? 

Seiichi:  I remember there was a kind of factory, but it wasn’t used anymore. 

Natsuyo: There used to be people who worked and lived our house, and it was pretty lively.  

Sachiko: It must’ve been a big house. 

Natsuyo: It was not that big. 

Kyoko:  Please drink more, Sachiko. 

Shigeru: You drink a lot? 

Seiichi:  She drinks more than me. 

Shigeru: That’s good. 

Sachiko: I can’t drink much. 

Kyoko:  Here you are. 

 

 

Kyoko passes chopsticks and plates. 
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Sachiko: Thank you. 

Kyoko:  Please help yourself, it’s just some simple countryside dishes though. 

Sachiko: All looks good, and I can’t decide what to take. 

Kyoko:  This is deep-fried wild vegetable. I picked them this morning. 

Sachiko: Sounds good, I’ll take it. 

Kyoko:  Some for you, too, Dad. 

Hyokichi: Hmm. 

Sachiko: It’s good. 

Kyoko:  It’s in season now. 

Natsuyo: What do you want, Nozomi?  

Nozomi: Salmon! 

Kyoko:  Ok. 

 

 

Kyoko passes a plate full of raw salmon and a fork to Nozomi. 

 

 

Sachiko: Wow, so much Salmon! He must eat a lot! 

Kyoko:  He only eats Salmon. 

Seiichi:  Nozomi, you won’t get bigger if you don’t eat anything but salmon. 

Nozomi: No! 

Kyoko:  Where is it…? 

Seiichi:  What are you looking for? 

Kyoko:  The bottle of soy sauce. I must’ve left it at home. 

Yoshimi: I saw it on the table in the kitchen. 

Kyoko:  I’ll go and get it. Nozomi, Please wait a minute. 

Seiichi:  Shall I go? 

Kyoko:  It’s alright. You are a guest, so just sit. 

 

 

Kyoko left with a happy expression on her face. 

 

 

Shigeru: She is excited today, because you brought your wife-to-be.  

Seiichi:  … 

Yoshimi: How are you doing recently? Anything new? 

Seiichi:  It’s been good. 

Yoshimi: You’re not doing any drugs or anything, are you? 

Seiichi:  Why do you think I’m doing drugs? 

Yoshimi: Because I saw that many actors got arrested for smoking marijuana.   

Seiichi: Don’t group me with those rich actors… I just barely have enough to make                         

ends meet, let alone have money to spend on things like marijuana. 

Yoshimi: Well, if you say so. Your mother and father are worried about you even if they don’t say it. 

Seiichi:  It’s all fine. Right? (to Sachiko) 

Sachiko: Yes, I didn’t know what his life was like before, but it seems fine these days. 

Seiichi:  It ‘seems’? I’m doing fine. 

Yoshimi: I hope so. 

Shigeru: Have you appeared in anything recently? 

Seiichi:  Hmm, a few things. 

Sachiko: You are going to be in a movie, right? You have to tell them all about it. 

Seiichi:  It’s just a supporting role. 

Shigeru: Even it’s supporting role or whatever, you are an actor! 

Yoshimi: He didn’t tell us anything. I would watch it even if it’s just a supporting role. 
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Seiichi:  If I tell you about it, you always complain that I wasn’t in it enough. 

Yoshimi: No, I don’t. 

Shigeru: Everyone is looking forward to it. 

Yoshimi: Have a look at grandma’s room, there are many pictures of you. 

Natsuyo: Your mother is collecting them. 

Shigeru: Among four grandkids, Seiichi is your favorite. 

Natsuyo: Grandkids are grandkids, everyone is my favorite. 

Yoshimi: Because his mother was working, grandma took care of Seiichi. 

Sachiko: Oh? 

Yoshimi: Are you eating enough? 

Seiichi:  Yes, because I’m working a part-time job. 

Yoshimi: What kind of part-time job? 

Seiichi:  I’m working at a bar. 

Yoshimi: Isn’t it a tough job? 

Seiichi:  There isn’t any job that isn’t tough. 

Yoshimi: Well, take care of yourself. 

Seiichi:  I know. 

Shigeru: You worry about Seiichi more than about your own son 

Yoshimi: Of course, because I lived together with him until I got married. I used to take him to the 

theater and amusement park when he was little. 

Seiichi:  We had lunch together on the rooftop of the Daiei home center, right? 

Yoshimi: You’ve grown so fast 

Seiichi:  …. 

Shigeru: What do you do, Sachiko? 

Sachiko: I’m working at a women’s clothing company. 

Shigeru: I see, you look fashionable. 

Sachiko: No, this is just from Uniqlo. 

Yoshimi: Uniqlo looks fashionable when a fashionable person wears it. 

Shigeru: Are you a designer? 

Sachiko: No, I’m doing PR and accounting. It’s a small company, so I have to do everything. Right? 

Seiichi:  Yeah, she works late every day. 

Shigeru: How late? 

Sachiko: Sometimes past 9 pm. 

Yoshimi: Are you ok even after working so hard? 

Sachiko: I can’t stop the work until it’s the right time. 

Yoshimi: Don’t push yourself too hard, you’ll get sick if you work too much. 

Sachiko: Yes 

Seiichi:  She used to be a nurse, aunt Yoshimi. 

Shigeru: (To Yoshimi) She’s gonna be alright, because she is young. 

Yoshimi: How do you know she’s young? 

Shigeru: You can tell it just looking at her. She’s around 30. 

Sachiko: I’m 34 

Shigeru: See? 

Yoshimi: Be careful, women go through a lot of changes in their thirties. 

Natsuyo: How old are you, Seiichi? 

Seiichi:  39. 

Yoshimi 39! You’re old man! You have to have a baby soon! 

Seiichi:  Hmmm… 

Yoshimi: You’ll get too old soon, have a baby! 

Seiichi:  Alright. 

Yoshimi: Grandpa and Grandma want to see great grand kids. 

Natsuyo: You don’t have to say that. 

Sachiko: ...haha 

Shigeru: Sachiko, I’ve worked in Okayama before. 

Sachiko: Oh really? 
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Yoshimi: You are touting stupid things again 

Shigeru: No, it’s true. Do you know the Mizushiima factory area? I was there for port construction, for 

about 3 months. 

Sachiko: Oh, my home is near there. My home is in Kojima, next to Mizushima, the start of the Seto-

Ohashi bridge. 

Shigeru: It was good place. It’s famous for dried octopus, right? 

Sachiko: You know a lot! 

Shigeru: The owner lady of the bar where I went cooked Octopus rice for me, and it was really tasty. 

Yoshimi: Why didn’t you buy any souvenirs? 

Shigeru: It’s the kind of food you have to eat while you’re there. 

Yoshimi: Then why don’t you take me there? 

Shigeru: Next time. 

Yoshimi: Your next times never come. 

Sachiko: Shall I send you something from my hometown?        

Yoshimi: You don’t have to worry, it’s his responsibility, not yours. 

Shigeru: You don’t need to ruin the conversation, we were having a great conversation about 

Okayama. 

Yoshimi: Only you enjoyed it. 

 

Shinzo:  Hi. 

 

 

Shinzo, with fishing equipment, enters. 

 

 

Shigeru: Uncle Shinzo! 

Hyokichi: Were you fishing? 

Shinzo: Yeah, I was trying out my new rig. Are you guys having a cherry blossom picnic?  

Hyokichi: Yes. 

Natsuyo: It must have been pretty cold out there. Come in and have something to eat. 

Shinzo:  Hmm. 

Hyokichi: Did you see Masaji? 

Shinzo:  Yeah, he is always doing something. 

Yoshimi: It’s been a while, Uncle Shinzo? 

Shinzo:  Yoshimi, has your leg gotten any better? 

Yoshimi: Yes, thank you. Why don’t you have a sake? You look cold. 

Shinzo:  Yes. 

Natsuyo: Come here. 

 

Seiichi welcomes in Uncle Shinzo. 

 

Seiichi:  Long time no see. 

Shinzo:  Is that you, Seiichi? 

Seiichi:  Yes 

Shinzo:  How long has it been? 

Seiichi:  Hmm…about 15 years. 

Shinzo:  Have you been good? 

Seiichi:  Not too bad, how about you?  

Shinzo:  Alright. 

Shigeru: Anyway, have a drink. 

Shinzo:  Oh! 

Yoshimi: Come on, come here. Seiichi is getting married! 

Sachiko: Nice to meet you. 

Shinzo:  The pleasure’s mine. So, you’re finally getting married! 

Seiichi:  Yes. 
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Sachiko: For 15 years… it’s been a while. 

Seiichi:  Well…  

Yoshimi: We have no reasons not to see you. You just didn’t want to meet us. 

Seiichi:  No, it’s not. 

Shinzo:  You didn’t come back even for New Year’s or Obon. 

Seiichi: The rapid trains are crowded during then, so I came back here when I can avoid those times. 

Shigeru:      Here you are. 

 

 

 Shigeru passes the dish to Shinzo. 

 

 

Shigeru: Where were you fishing? 

Shinzo:  Near the bridge. 

Shigeru: Have you fished striped mullet? 

Shinzo:  Yes. 

Yoshimi: What do you do with the fish you catch? 

Shinzo:  I let them go. 

Natsuyo: You like fishing more than eating them. 

 

 

Kyoko and Katsuo comes with extra drinks. 

 

 

Kyoko:  Thank you for waiting 

Shigeru: Where were you going? We all waited for you. 

Katsuo: There was a jam at the traffic lights, and I couldn’t move. So I came back through the narrow 

streets.  

Yoshimi: That doesn’t sound good.  

Katsuo:  I’m sorry, Sachiko, for not picking you up. 

Sachiko: It’s alright. It didn’t take long to get here by a cab. 

Katsuo:  Well, then. Hi, Shinzo-san? 

Shinzo:  Ohh 

Katsuo:  Did you go fishing? 

Shinzo:  Yes. 

Katsuo:  Is it still cold in the morning? 

Shinzo:  It’s not too bad. 

Shigeru: Sorry, we already started. 

Katsuo:  You’re already drunk, aren’t you? 

Shigeru: It’s alright. I’m just sipping my drink. 

Katsuo: Really? Thank you, everyone. Thank you, Sachiko-san for coming all this way .  

Sachiko: It’s been a while. 

Katsuo:  Nothing better than seeing you both are well. 

Yoshimi: Here is a beer, brother. 

Kyoko:  He was waiting for you in front of the house. 

Katsuo:  Of course! It’d be a problem if he couldn’t recognize the house. 

Kyoko:  Why wouldn’t he be able to recognize the house, it’s his house. 

Katsuo:  It has changed a lot, so… 

Shigeru: Brother, since everyone is here, shall we make a toast again? 

Yoshimi: Yeah. 

Katsuo: Everyone is here, Seiichi is here with his future wife, and the weather is good and warm.  So, 

let’s enjoy the cherry blossom picnic. Cheers! 

All:  Cheers! 

 

Seiichi:  It would be good if Takeshi was here. 
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Kyoko:  He is at the pachinko parlour, I guess. 

Seiichi:  Why doesn’t he work? 

Kyoko:  I don’t know. 

Katsuo:  I have no idea what he’s thinking. 

Kyoko:  You should ask him directly. 

Shinzo:  Why doesn’t he work? 

Katsuo: He doesn’t say much, but it seems he didn’t get along with the people at work. 

Kyoko:   He doesn’t drink much, unlike you, so he didn’t make many friends. 

Shigeru: I can introduce him to some construction jobs anytime. 

Yoshimi: You don’t have to say that. 

Kyoko:  Please, introduce him and get him working. 

Katsuo:  I need him to work, since you won’t come back here. 

Seiichi:  …. 

Shinzo:  When will you get married? 

Seiichi:  We are thinking in autumn. 

Yoshimi: Where will you hold the wedding? 

Seiichi:  It’ll be in Okayama. Sachiko’s mother is not good. 

Yoshimi: What do you mean “not good”? Is she sick? 

Sachiko: Yes, she has pancreatic cancer. 

Yoshimi: I’m sorry. You have to support your fiancée, Seiichi. 

Seiichi:  Yes. 

Shinzo:  You won’t do anything here? 

Katsuo:  You have to have a party to announce the marriage, at least. 

Seiichi:  Just an announcement is enough, isn’t it? 

Yoshimi: If you do it first, you won’t get complaints about it later. 

Seiichi:  Alright. 

Yoshimi: Don’t take it seriously, Sachiko. There are some people who just spread gossip because this is 

the country side. 

Sachiko: I understand, my home is pretty rural, too. And I’m looking forward to seeing his relatives. 

Kyoko:  I hope you can tolerate them. 

Katsuo: It’s not about tolerating. It’s a good thing that she can meet everyone. You don’t have to say 

that. 

Kyoko:  It’s tough getting married. Right, Yoshimi? 

Yoshimi: Yes. Going to the place you don’t know and living there with people you don’t know. 

Shigeru: Did you struggle too? 

Yoshimi: Of course, I did. You are the only one who didn’t know. Men don’t know anything. Right, 

mother? 

Natsuyo: Always so. 

Katsuo:  Wait, men have their own struggles, too. 

Yoshimi: Brother, you’ve been treated so well. Because you are the head of Takahashi family.  Mother 

and father were always too kind to you. 

Katsuo:  It’s not true. 

Yoshimi: What is wrong? Dad built that house for you, right? 

Katsuo:  Don’t be ridiculous. I paid for half of it. 

Yoshimi: I still live in a rented house. 

Shigeru: Don’t say that. I can build a house for you anytime. 

Kyoko:  If that’s true, you should ask him to build it soon. 

Yoshimi: He builds other’s houses, but doesn’t build his own. 

Shigeru: It’s my job to build houses for other people. 

Kyoko:  You’ve saved a lot, so you’ll build such a gorgeous house. 

Seiichi:  Sounds difficult…  

Shigeru: You’re right. 

Shinzo: You need a house because you have a family. There is nothing you need if you are alone. 

Yoshimi: …Then, I'll take your house. 

Kyoko:  Yeah, please give your house if you don’t need it. 
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Katsuo:  If he does that, aunts are gonna say things… 

Natsuyo: Don’t say that. 

Seiichi:  Grandpa has many siblings. How many do you have? 

Katsuo: Me, Uncle Katsujiro, Uncle Shinzo, an uncle in Shiogama, as well as an aunt in  Geba,  Aunt 

Takeko, Aunt Miyoko, an aunt in Odawara and Aunt Shigeko. Four men and five women.  

Kyoko:  They all have lived long lives. 

Yoshimi: Money, money and money. That’s all they need. 

Natsuyo: Yoshimi! 

Yoshimi: What? Mother, you’ve been bullied a lot. 

Natsuyo: It’s not bullying. In the past, people didn’t give their inheritance to their daughters. That’s 

why we care about money now. 

Yoshimi: I’m lucky to be here now. 

Kyoko: If you don’t leave a will, like, the people you leave behind will have a lot of problems. They’ll 

say “how will we split the money?” Or “where has that money gone?” Here, please have some 

Inari, Sachiko. 

Sachiko: Yes, thank you.         

Katsuo:  My wife’s Inari is special. 

Seiichi: I thought this was normal, so I was surprised when I couldn’t find it in Tokyo. 

Kyoko:  Right? This is an Aomori version. 

Sachiko: There is red pickled ginger in it! 

Seiichi:  You haven’t had this before?  When we say Inari, we mean this. 

Kyoko:  It’s not a vinegared rice, I mix rice with red pickled ginger. Please eat up! 

Sachiko: Mother, are you from Aomori? 

Kyoko:  Yes, Hirosaki, in Aomori. 

Sachiko: Wow. How did you meet your husband? 

Kyoko:  He tricked me and took me here. 

Nozomi: You were tricked? 

Katsuo:  Don’t say it like that. 

Kyoko:  Father came to Aomori to sell men’s clothes. He caught me at that time. 

Sachiko: Well done, father. 

Kyoko:  He was a player. 

Katsuo:  Don’t say stupid things. What if she believes it? 

Kyoko:  Well, it’s not a lie, isn’t it? 

Katsuo:  You could say it another way… 

Kyoko:  Am I wrong for telling the truth? 

Katsuo:  I didn’t trick you and take you here. You came here because you agreed to it. 

Kyoko:  If I knew at the time, I wouldn’t have come here. 

Shigeru: Well, let’s have fun and enjoy today. We’re having a cherry blossom picnic, after all. 

Yoshimi: It’s better to be upfront if you have things to say. 

Natsuyo: It’s because you don’t take things seriously, Katsuo. 

Katsuo:  … 

Sachiko: Father, you didn’t become a fisherman? 

Kyoko: He left home once because he didn’t want to be a fisherman, didn’t he, Mother? 

Natsuyo: Well, it happened long time ago. 

Katsuo:  Can you talk about it after few more drinks? 

Kyoko:  There is nothing to be ashamed of. He was asked to be a singer. 

Katsuo:  Stop it! 

Sachiko: Really? 

Kyoko:  He was asked when he won an amateur singing competition. 

Yoshimi: Brother, you are only good at singing, right? 

Sachiko: That’s wonderful! 
Kyoko:  Nobody knows if it’s true or not. 

Katsuo:  Why? It’s a true story! 
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Masaji comes back. 

 

 

Masaji:  Wow, it looks like there’s a party going on here! 

Natsuyo: It’s early. Is your mother Teruko ok? 

Masaji:  She was sleeping, so I just checked on her and came back. 

Katsuo:  You just wanted to drink as soon as possible, didn’t you? 

Masaji:  Whaaaat? I came here in a hurry because I thought you missed me. 

Kyoko:  What do you mean, you always see each other. 

Masaji:  True. Wow, Seiichi, are you back? 

Seiichi:  Hi. 

Masaji:  It’s been a while. I watched that two-hour drama. You were a corpse. 

Shigeru: You’re famous, Seiichi! 

Kyoko:  What do you mean, famous? He vanished in a blink of an eye. 

Seiichi:  Sorry! 

Masaji: Katsuo! I just passed in front of the Kobayashi’s place, they’re gonna hold a framework 

raising ceremony of their house. 

Katsuo:  Oops, I forgot. 

Kyoko:  You have gotta make a visit, or they might be offended. 

Katsuo:  Yes, I’ll go quickly. 

Kyoko:  You can take Nozomi. He hasn’t seen it before. Right, Nozomi? 

Nozomi: What am I going to see? 

Kyoko:  It’s called “Tatemae”, and people throw rice cakes from the top of the house. 

Natsuyo: Make sure you catch a lot of rice cakes! 

Nozomi: Sure. 

Yoshimi: How about going there with everyone? 

Kyoko:  How about you, Yoshimi? 

Yoshimi: I’ll pass, because of this leg. 

Kyoko:  Well, we have to go soon. We can’t catch any if it’s already started. 

Masaji:  Right. 

Katsuo:  Are you coming, Seiichi? 

Seiichi:  Yes. 

Katsuo:  Then, let’s go all together. How about father? 

Hyokichi: I’ll stay here. 

Shigeru: Then I’ll stay here, too. 

Yoshimi: You should go. Kyoko, too. I’ll look after mother. 

Kyoko:  Well, then please do so. I’ll catch a lot! 

Katsuo:  Nozomi, to get a lot of rice cakes you should look down, not look up. 

Nozomi: Look down? 

Katsuo: Everyone looks up, so there are a lot on the ground. It’s good to do the opposite of what 

everyone else is doing. 

Kyoko:  Don’t tell him strange things. 

 

 

Masaji, Katsuo, Seiichi, Sachiko, and Nozomi left with Kyoko. Yoshimi sends them off. 

 

 

Yoshimi: Well, it’s finally peaceful. Do you need anything to drink, father? 

Hyokichi: Hmm. 

Yoshimi: Please have a drink, uncle. 

Natsuyo: Please eat a lot. 

Yoshimi: There is grilled flatfish, too. 

Shinzo: Hmm 
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SE: Tweet of a lark 

 

 

Flower petals of cherry blossoms falls silently, blown by the wind. 

 

 

Shinzo:  It’s nice to have you all together. 

Natsuyo: Yes. 

Yoshimi: No one gathers unless there is a funeral or a wedding.  They used to have little gatherings at 

my home for New Year’s and Obon. Twenty or thirty people would gather. 

Hyokichi: …. 

Yoshimi: After Father died, we did it less and less. 

Hyokichi: … 

Shinzo:  Since brothers and everyone are getting old. 

Yoshimi: No, it’s not that. There’s no one who’s organizing everyone. 

Natsuyo: Katsuo tried to do some things though. 

Yoshimi: It must get hard for him because there are some who complain. 

Hyokichi: …. 

Shinzo:  It’s changed a lot. 

Hyokichi: Yeah. 

Shinzo: Do you remember when we made baked sweet potatoes at the shipyard’s wood chips storage 

house? 

Hyokichi: When? 

Shinzo:  I think it was when I was in the 6th grade of elementary school. 

Hyokichi: Oh, that. 

Yoshimi: What is that? 

Shinzo: Me, Hyokichi and Katsujiro baked sweet potatoes on the way home from school. My brother 

dug and picked some potatoes from a field, and me and Katsujiro looked for a place where 

with a lot of wood, because we needed a fire. So, we went to the wood chips storage house. 

Hyokichi: Yes, that’s right. 

Shinzo: Then, we started burning the wood right there because it’s too much work to move it. We 

made baked sweet potatoes many times before, so we thought it went alright. But there was a 

problem after that… 

Yoshimi: What happened? 

Shinzo: We were so relaxed after eating grilled potatoes, I guess. We thought we put out a fire but we 

actually hadn’t. 

Hyokichi: So we left some embers. 

Shinzo: After that, we played in this park and we saw some smoke coming up from the shipyard. 

Dark, black smoke. I panicked. “It’s a fire! We had started it!” Then Hyokichi said “We gotta 

go and put out the fire!”, and rushed back there.  Now I know it’s such a big thing, but when 

we were running, me and Katsujiro couldn’t stop laughing. Hyokichi was only one who 

panicked, which made us laughing even more…What even was that? 

Hyokichi: … 

Yoshimi: Father, you were a such a mischievous kid. 

 

 

Shinzo:  What do you think about me? I went to school and did what I wanted to do. 

Hyokichi: … Nothing much. 

Shinzo:  Did you have anything you wanted to do? 

Hyokichi: Because I’m the oldest son, I should become the head of the family. But if this arm had 

worked well, I wish I could have done fishing for a bit longer. 

Shinzo:  ….  

Hyokichi: But because I have this arm, I avoided joining the military. You and Katsujiro had hard time, 

didn’t you? 

Shinzo: I was ok because I developing motors, but Katsujiro was sent to Siberia. That was awful. 
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Hyokichi: He came back as different person. 

Natsuyo: He was not that kind of person before. 

Yoshimi: Uncle Katsujiro was scary. When I said what food I liked or hated, he got so angry and 

scolded me. 

Natsuyo: He must have had an experience worse than death. Poor him. 

 

 

Shinzo starts to tinker with his fishing rod.  The cherry blossom petals are blown by the wind and falls like 

they are dancing. 

 

 

Shinzo:  We’ve gotten old without noticing it. 

Natsuyo: Yes, I had become a grandma by the time I noticed. I still feel like I’m in my twenties. I came 

here at 18, Katsuo was born, Yoshimi was born and then the war started. I didn’t know what’s 

going to happen.  

Hyokichi: … 

Natsuyo: At first I couldn’t even touch a fish. 

Yoshimi: You were well educated, Mother. 

Natsuyo: So my husband taught Kyoko how to clean gut a fish, and she tried hard to learn. 

Yoshimi: That’s why Kyoko is good at cooking. 

Natsuyo: When it came to things around the house, Shinzo really helped me. 

Shinzo:  I didn’t do anything. 

Natsuyo: It was Shinzo who made the machine to make kamaboko. 

Yoshimi: Yes, it was. But with those sisters-in-law who always complain, you must have had a hard 

time. 

Natsuyo: It’s gonna be lonely when they are not here. 

Yoshimi: It’s a funny thing. 

 

Shinzo:  Food is not so tasty when you eat alone. 

Natsuyo: You can come to my house when you feel that.  It’s your house, too. 

Hyokichi: Yes. 

Shinzo:  … 

 

 

SE: sounds of waves 
 

Hyokichi: Good wind. It smells of the sea. 

Natsuyo: Yes, It’s been a while since the last time I took a long look at the sea. 

Hyokichi: This port was used to be filled with fishing boats, fishermen, women and children. 

Natsuyo: Everyone gathered when a fishing boat returned to the town. 

Shinzo:  The economy was doing well at the time. 

Natsuyo: The festival of town was so lively. 

Yoshimi: There were people who carried the portable shrine, people waving banners and people 

singing. Children also walked among the crowd. 

Shinzo:  That was a great time. 

Yoshimi: But why has it become like this? 

Natsuyo: We have nothing here now. No home, no graves. 

Hyokichi: The ocean saves us, but the ocean can also take life away. 

Shinzo:  There is nothing we can do because it’s nature. 

Yoshimi: I know, but it was sudden. 

Natsuyo: But thus we can see each other again. 

  

 

Hyokichi stand up and start singing silently. 
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It’s clear sky this morning (Choi-choi)  

Waves are silent Big catch  

Let’s go let’s go the crew is ready (Choi-choi)  

We are going Big catch  

(Ha-enyasa-, Enyasa) 

 

 

Others come back. 

 

 

Masaji:  How was it, Sachiko? 

Sachiko: It was like in Okayama. I caught a lot of rice cakes. 

Kyoko:  How many did you get? 

Katsuo:  Here. (shows a rice cake in his hand) 

Kyoko:  You only got one?! Why did you even go there? 

Katsuo: If I tried to catch a lot, people would say “Shame, Katsuo’s family must have lack of food” 

Kyoko:  No one thinks that way. 

Katsuo:  In this town, we don’t know who says what. 

Kyoko:  Are you an idiot? It’s not a problem. No-one was looking at you. 

Masaji:  You don’t have to fight to pick up rice cakes. 

Kyoko: Sachiko, this man can’t even buy one bread roll at the supermarket. He buys 5 or 6 rolls, even 

he can’t eat them. 

Sachiko: Why? 

Kyoko:  He is ashamed of buying only one. 

Katsuo:  Don’t say such stupid things. 

Kyoko:  I don’t know who he is talking to. 

Shigeru: Men have a lot going, right, brother? 

Yoshimi: Good luck. Sachiko, did you get any? 

Sachiko: Yes, I got a lot. Right, Nozomi? 

Nozomi: Yes. 

 

 

Nozomi shows the rice cakes in his bag. 

 

Yoshimi: That’s great. 

Natsuyo: How was it? 

Masaji: Mr.Kobayashi must have a lot of money, they threw rice cakes and a lot of coins. 

Kyoko:  Please sit and eat here, Masaji. 

Masaji: What did you cook today? The dishes by Kyoko are better than an expensive restaurant. 

Katsuo:  You always say such kind things. 

Kyoko:  None of these took long, so eat up. 

Yoshimi: Here you go. (pouring a drink)  Where is Seiichi? 

Sachiko: He went to the restroom. 

Masaji:  Itadakimasu. (Let’s eat!) 

Katsuo:  Don’t hold back. 

Kyoko: Here is some Tempura. Angelica buds, canola flowers and bamboo shoots. Do you want 

some, Shigeru? 

Shigeru: I would. 

Kyoko:  Have more. 

Masaji:  Are you an actress, too, Sachiko? 

Sachiko: No. I’m doing a normal job. 

Masaji:  You are so beautiful, so I thought you were an actress. 

Sachiko: No, no! I am not. 

Masaji:  Then how did you meet Seiichi? 
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Sachiko: I was doing a musical in high school and… 

Masaji:  So you were an actress! 

Sachiko: No, only in high school. I had favorite actress at the time, and now I’m in a company who 

provides that actress with clothes. That actress introduced Seiichi to me. 

Kyoko:  You made a mistake with Seiichi, didn’t you? 

Sachiko: That actress also said to me that he has no money. 

Kyoko:  Why doesn’t he give up and think about the future? 

Katsuo:  He is working hard, so why don’t YOU just cheer him up? 

Kyoko:  Because…..if he tries to start over, sooner would be better. 

Masaji:  He is still 40, he has time. 

Kyoko:  He is already 40. 

Shigeru: There are actors who became successful when they got older. 

Katsuo:  It’s the best to do what he loves. 

Kyoko: If he follows his dream and he can’t afford meals, it’s gonna be Sachiko who will suffer. 

Katsuo:  Nobody knows what’s gonna happen. 

Yoshimi: What do you think, Sachiko?  

Sachiko: I wish he could do his best as an actor. But, if it doesn’t work, there is always another way. 

Yoshimi: Yes, It’s gonna be alright if you thinks so. 

 

 

Nozomi: Grandma, let’s play with bubbles! 

Natsuyo: Yes, let’s do it together when uncle Seiichi comes back. 

Nozomi: Yes! 

 

 

Kyoko:  It’s going to be hard to live with Seiichi, I guess. 

Sachiko: No, he is kind. 

Kyoko:  He is difficult and stubborn. 

Sachiko: Yes, sometimes…. 

Kyoko: Since he was a child, when it didn’t go his way, he refused to eat, hiding in his own room. 

Sachiko: Really? 

Kyoko: It’s such a pain. He was supposed to carry a portable shrine for children during festival but in 

the morning he changed his mind and locked himself in his room. He wouldn’t talk to anyone 

for a while. I have no idea what he was thinking. 

Katsuo:  I wonder what happen. 

Kyoko:  Nothing happened. 

Yoshimi: He is shy, hope you can deal with it. 

Sachiko: Yes. 

Natsuyo: He has a good heart, so be patient. 

Sachiko: Ok. 

Masaji: You are lucky to have such a good daughter-in-low. You gonna be relived, Hyokichi-san. 

Hyokichi: Right. 

Kyoko:  It’s him who has to work hard from after. 

Shigeru: Seiichi will work hard, right? 

Yoshimi: Yes. 

 

 

Seiichi returns from the restroom 

 

 

Nozomi: Uncle, bubbles! 

Natsuyo: Nozomi says let’s play with bubbles! 
Seiichi:  Shall we? Nozomi! 
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Seiichi and Nozomi starts playing with the bubbles. Natsuyo looks at them happily. 

 

 

Kyoko:  Seiichi shared a bed with grandma when he was little. 

Sachiko: He did? 

Kyoko: She peeled apples and pears for his snacks every day. Seiichi and Nozomi are very similar; 

they wouldn’t play with other kids and neighbors until they went to kindergarten. So it was 

grandma who taught them how to write and how to ride a bike. 

 

 

Everyone looks at the three people playing  

 

 

Kyoko:  She let him play like that in this park. 

Katsuo:  She took care of him so well. 

Kyoko: It’s because you were fooling about all the time. On Sunday softball, bar hopping at night. 

Am I right, Masaji? 
Masaji: …True. 

Katsuo:  Going out to drink was my job as well. 

Kyoko: What do you mean ‘job’? You went to the snack bar and always sang at karaoke together with 

Masaji.  

Katsuo: Don’t say such a stupid thing. If there are friends who have trouble, I have to listen to their 

problems, right? Isn’t it good to sing to cheer up? What’s the problem? 

Kyoko: It’s ok if it’s only sometimes. Why did you have to drink every day? Did Masaji have that 

many problems? 

Masaji:  !? 

Katsuo: It’s not only Masaji. There are coworkers and other locals.  If you talk with people there, you 

might get help from them. 

Kyoko: Who will help you? You don’t remember what you were taking about because you’re so 

drunk. 

Katsuo:  I remember well. Right, Masaji? 

Masaji:  Yes, perfectly. 

Kyoko:  What a bunch of lies. 

Yoshimi: It’s painful for you to hear the truth, right? 

Shigeru: You drink as well. 

Yoshimi: I drink sometimes. You drink every day. 

Kyoko: People in Takahashi family drink a lot. My husband drinks like that. Also, Akemi and Seiichi 

drink a lot. 

Seiichi:  What are you talking about? 

Kyoko:  I’m saying that you guys can’t handle your drink. 

Seiichi:  Don’t say such ridiculous things. 

Kyoko:  Sachiko, did he offend you? 

Sachiko: I’m not offended, but worried. 

Yoshimi: What did he do? 

Sachiko: One day he didn’t come back from a drinking party and I was worried, then he fell asleep 

drunk in the middle of street. 

Kyoko: Are you an idiot? You could have gotten run over and died! It would have been no problem 

for you seeing you’d be dead and all, but think of the driver. 

Seiichi:  It was ok. I fell asleep in the bushes. 

Kyoko:  That’s not what I meant. 

Natsuyo: Don’t cause trouble. 

Seiichi:  I know. 

Kyoko:  No matter how many times I tell him, he is like this. 

Seiichi:  Be careful, Nozomi. Because you are part of the Takahashi family. 

Kyoko: Family ties are not the problem. Look at grandpa and uncle Shinzo, they’re good drinkers. 
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Yoshimi: Where does he get it from, then? 

Seiichi:  It’s my parent’s fault. 

Kastuo:  Be careful about your jokes. 

Seiichi: It’s not a joke. Late at night, I woke up to the sound of someone falling down the stairs. It was 

father falling down the stairs drunk. Another time, when he drank too much and soiled 

himself, he threw his underwear to the river. 

Sachiko: He wet himself? 

Kyoko:  Not number 1, number 2. 

Sachiko: Whattt? 

Masaji:  He had bad stomach at the time. 

Katsuo:  You don’t have to tell that story. 

Kyoko:  Then why don’t you stop drinking? 

Masaji:  It’s not easy. He’s the town leader. 

Kyoko:  In the evening, he would be invited by phone to go out by his friends. 

Sachiko: It’s nice to have many friends. My father was drinking with members of the fire brigade 

everyday. 

Masaji:  Was your father in a fire brigade? We will have something in common! 

Katsuo:  Masaji is in the fire brigade. 

Sachiko: Really? When he comes to Miyagi, please drink with him. 

Masaji:  We have to have a welcoming party, Katsuo! 

Katsuo:  Yes, let’s do it. 

Yoshimi: Are you talking about drinking again?  

Kyoko:  They never get sick of it. 

Shigeru: It’s alright, isn’t it? 

Kyoko:  What’s alright? 

Katsuo:  But she was always thinking of a plan to interrupt us. 

Kyoko:  What? 

Katsuo:  She used the kids. 

Masaji:  It was difficult. 

Katsuo:  She sent kids to act like a party pooper, to pick me up from the snack bar. 

Sachiko: Really? 

Kyoko:  He wouldn’t come back, unless I did that. 

Seiichi:  When I went there, I could get some pocket money. 

Sachiko: What? 

Katsuo:  She is a coward. 

Nozomi: Are you a coward? 

Kyoko:  No, I’m just smart. 

Seiichi: But, when I got there he asked me things like “Do you want some juice?” Or “Do you wanna 

eat something?” And I was bribed again. 

Sachiko: You did things too 

Kyoko:  It’s also your fault Masaji, not stopping him. 

Masaji:  Stop blaming me. 

Kyoko: It’s true. Because he is like this, his son became a drinker as well. You are partly responsible 

for it. 

Seiichi:  Kids follow in their parent’s footsteps. 

Katsuo:  Is it my fault? 

Kyoko:  Yes, it’s YOUR fault. 

Katsuo:  Got it, got it. I’m sorry. 

Natsuyo: Seiichi, don’t drink much. 

Seichi:  Got it. 

Natsuyo: Masaji, you too. 

Masaji:  I got it. 

Katsuo:  Got it, got it. 

Natsuyo: Saying it once is enough. 
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SE: Sound of seagulls. 

  

The sea breeze blows, making more cherry blossom petals spin. 

 

 

Shinzo:  I’ve warmed up a bit, so I should head back. 

Hyokichi: Where will you go? 

Shinzo:  Fishing. 

Yoshimi: You really like fishing. 

Shinzo:  There is a good wind blowing. 

 

Shinzo is about to leave with his fishing equipment. 

 

Shinzo:  Brother, it was fun drinking with everyone. 

Hyokichi: Well... 

Shinzo:  Katsuo….thank you for everything.  

Katsuo:  I didn’t do anything. Kyoko did most of the work. 

Shinzo:  You helped me a lot.  

Kyoko:  I didn’t do anything special. 

Shinzo:  See you. 

Natsuyo: Please stop by again. 

Shinzo:  Seiichi, take care of your wife. 

Seiichi:  Yes, Uncle Shinzo. 

Shinzo:  Bye. 

 

 

Shinzo left on his own. 

 

 

Yoshimi: Because he lost his wife early, he is worried about others.  

Kyoko:  He should have remarried. He must be lonely without kid. 

Katsuo:  He is serious man. 

 

 

Masaji:  Then I’ll go back home to check on my wife. 

Katsuo:  You can still stay here. 

Kyoko: Because you stop him like this, he couldn’t go back home. Masaji, ignore him and go home. 

Your wife should be waiting for you. 

Yoshimi: I think it would be better. He just wants to drink more. 

Natsuyo: Masaji, thank you always. 

Masaji:  No, you are always doing so much for me, thank you too. 

Kyoko: You should take some leftovers with you. There will be too much left for us to eat.                                  

 

 

She puts some of the food into a tupperware and gives it to Masaji. 

 

 

Masaji:  Thank you always. Seiichi-kun, we all wish the best for you. Good luck. 

Seiichi:  Thank you.  Stay well, Masaji. 

Masaji: Sachiko, please tell your father that let’s drink together with me, as a member of the fire 

brigade. 

Sachiko: Yes, I will. He would be pleased. 

Masaji:  Hyokichi-san, I’m off. See you. 
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Masaji left with singing.                 

 

 

Katsuo:  Head straight back home!! 

Seiichi:  Masaji hasn’t changed. 

Katsuo:  You’ve changed a lot. 

Seiichi  ? 

Katsuo:  You’ve mellowed out. 

Seiichi:  Is that good or bad…. 

 

 

SE: Sounds of seagulls from afar 

 

 

Yoshimi: Well, we should get going. 

Kyoko:  You are more than welcome to stay longer. 

Yoshimi: He’s already tipsy so... 

Shigeru: I can drink a lot more! 

Yoshimi: It’s not your problem whether you can drink or not, but it’s my problem if you get more 

drunk. 

Shigeru: I’m not drunk yet. 

Yoshimi: You are drunk. Please pull yourself together. 

 

 

He can’t walk straight. 

 

 

Seiichi:  Are you alright, uncle? 

Shigeru: I’m fine. 

Yoshimi: Listen, when you get married, you have to care about Sachiko’s family, and Sachiko has to 

care about the Takahashi family. It’s takes a lot of skill to do both. 

Seiichi:  I got it. 

Yoshimi: You can’t think only about yourself anymore.  

Seiichi:  I know. 

Yoshimi: Do you really understand? 

Seiichi:  Yes, I do! 

Yoshimi: Sachiko, please take care of him. 

Sachiko: Yes. 

Yoshimi: Seiichi, please take care of our son, Jun. 

Seiichi:  Yes. 

Shigeru: He is all alone because we’ve gone. Sorry, but please take care of him. 

Seiichi:  Yes, I understand. 

Yoshimi: He is an only child, so please treat him like your brother. 

Seiichi:  Yes. 

Yoshimi: See you. 

 

 

Yoshimi and Shigeru are gone. 

  

 

SE: Sounds of seagulls getting closer 

 

 

Katsuo  looks at the memorial 
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Katsuo: When I was in junior high, we took a picture in front of this memorial with old friends. I’m 

wondering where that picture is now. 

Kyoko:  You won’t be able to find it, it was washed out to the sea by the wave. 

Katsuo: On the way back from the beach, we took a picture, standing in a line and we were wearing 

swimwear. Where has it gone...  

 

Seiichi:  Is this the end? 

Katsuo:  Yeah. 

Seiichi:  Why did you come back? 

Kyoko:  There is no real reason. We just wanted to talk with you. 

Natsuyo: We wondered what your wife is like. 

Sachiko: I’m sorry. I don’t know what to say. 

Natsuyo: Don’t worry, now we know you well. 

Katsuo:  Father, do you have anything to say? 

Hyokichi: Well…take care of yourself. And take care of my family. 

Seiichi:  ….yes. 

Katsuo: I couldn’t leave you anything. There were things I inherited from my ancestors. They were all 

gone, washed away by the tsunami. 

Kyoko:  There weren’t anything special. 

Katsuo: What are you saying? The plates and the small dining tables we used when people gathered 

were good things. 

Kyoko:  They weren’t just old, were they? 

Katsuo: Don’t say stupid things. The important point is that they had been used for generations. 

Kyoko:  Got it, got it. 

Katsuo: Help all of your siblings from now on. Family is the most important thing after all. 

Seiichi:  Yes. 

Kyoko:  Please tell your sister that we are sorry that we couldn’t save Nozomi. 

Katsuo:  We tried to help him at least, but we couldn’t. Tell her that I’m sorry. 

Kyoko:  Do you have anything you wanna tell your mom and dad? 

Nozomi: Please tell them “Don’t cry and don’t fight“. 

Seiichi:  Yes, I will tell them. 

Kyoko: Your sister Akemi and your brother Takeshi are like that, so please work hard. 

Katsuo:  Sachiko, he might not be reliable enough but please be good to Seiichi. 

Kyoko: You might get irritated because he doesn’t say what he is thinking but always stay close. 

Sachiko: Yes. 

Katsuo:  Seiichi, you have to take good care of her. 

Seiichi:  Yes. 

Kyoko:  Please. 

Sachiko: That’s my line. Please look after us.       

Katsuo:  I’ll look carefully. My eyes have gotten bad though. 

Kyoko:  If you do something strange, I’ll come back to haunt you. 

Seiichi:  Please don’t do that, I’ll have a heart attack. 

Katsuo:  Mother, do you have anything to say? 

Natsuyo: You won’t come back here? 

Seiichi:  No… 

Kyoko:  You left this town because you hated it right? 

Katsuo:  What didn’t you like? Is it our fault? 

Seiichi:  No, it’s not. It’s my fault. I did what I wanted to do. 

Katsuo:  Well, you can come back whenever you want to... 

Kyoko:  What are you saying? There isn’t our home here anymore. 

Katsuo:  Oh, I forgot. 

Kyoko:  Please make the Takahashi family again, just the two of you. 

Katsuo:  It’s been a while since I could have fun time. Thank you. 
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SE: Sounds of seagulls. (the sounds gather) 

 

 

Katsuo:  Stay healthy. 

Seiichi: I’m sorry to have bothered you. Everything I did was half-baked. I started Kendo but quit 

suddenly, I started football but quit soon after, I said I was going to a University but I didn’t 

study enough. And I quit the company I finally got into, only after two years.  I always 

betrayed your expectations. 

Katsuo:  You don’t have to worry about it. 

Kyoko:  If you think that way, keep your current job and don’t make it half baked. 

Hyokichi: Patience and effort.  Sometimes you’re a bit too short-tempered. 

Seiichi:  ….yes. 

Katsuo:  See you. 

Seiichi:  … 

Natsuyo: Nozomi, say “bye bye”!  

Nozomi: Bye bye! 

Sachiko: Let’s play again! 

Nozomi: Yes! 

 

 

Nozomi, Katsuo, Kyoko, Hyokichi and Natsuyo waved their hands. 

The sea wind blows between the family. 

 

 

Katsuo:  This wind. Beyond this wind, we will be there! 

 

SE: Sounds of seagulls has changes to the sound of waves 

 

 

Sunset. 

Shinzo is fishing at the estuary. Masaji comes. 

 

 

Masaji:  It’s peaceful 

Shinzo:  Yeah. 

Masaji:  It was noisy when there were politicians, celebrities and volunteers here. 

Shinzo:  Right. 

Masaji:  This town has become famous. 

Shinzo:  It hasn’t become famous for any good reason... 

Masaji:  But even though it has changed, I like the town where I was born and raised. 

Shinzo:  Right. 

Masaji: There was a sluice gate over there, and on this side, there was a fire station and a snack bar. I 

went there a lot. 

Shinzo:  You always talk about drinking. 

Masaji:  Well, the import thing about drinking is having communication with others. 

Shinzo:  If you came here just to interrupt me, you can go home now. 

Masaji:  My wife would yell at me if I go home early. 

 

 

The sea wind is blowing slowly over the estuary.  

 

 

Shinzo:  A good wind is coming. 
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Masaji:  I didn’t expect that big tsunami to come. 

Shinzo:  … 

Masaji:  I couldn’t do anything. 

Shinzo:  You did your best… 

Masaji:  …..(silence)  Hey, what do you want to be if you were reborn? 

Shinzo:  Well… how about you Masaji?  

Masaji: Me….I don’t want to be an insect. They would get squashed so easily, don’t you think? Birds 

would be eaten, fishes…being stuck in water for their entire life.  I don’t want to deal with 

water anymore. 

Shinzo:  Then what you want to be? 

Masaji: Human again, in the end. If it’s possible, I would want to be a child of my son or child of my 

grandkids, someone in my family. 

Shinzo: Yes. It’s nice to be beside your own family. Perhaps, we have already been reborn from one 

of our ancestors.  

Masaji: I’m reborn from one my ancestors, and I will reborn as a child of my children or my 

grandkids or someone in my family. Sounds nice. 

Shinzo:  We are all connected. 

Masaji:  Will you wait here till that happens? 

Shinzo:  I have no idea. 

Masaji:  True. Then, let’s wait till that happens. Let’s just take our time. 

 

 

SE: Sounds of waves 

 

 

Fade out. 

 

 

The end 


